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Approaches to audience 

segmentation for citizen food 

waste prevention in the UK



“Love Food Hate Waste”

Quantitative survey of 4,500 adults

Attitudes to food and cooking

Food waste prevention behaviours

Depth interviews with 16 households

Five-segment solution





“Sustainable Lifestyles”

Quantitative survey of 6,244 adults

Primary ‘input’ measures

Secondary ‘profiling’ measures

Values-outlook based

Solutions from four – 10 segments

Eight-segment solution



Segment 1: Get the why, not 
always the how, 13%

Segment 2: Give the planet a chance, 
14%

Segment 3: Pressured Providers, 14%

Segment 4: The strong, silent 
type, 12%

Segment 5: Local, not Global , 
11%

Segment 6: Why should I care?, 15%

Segment 7: Green for the 'gram, 13%

Segment 8: Got the actions, 
different motive, 10%

Millennial; value driven; green; idealistic; social justice/ 
fairness; global; busy; urban; hedonistic; social status; 
early adopters; big consumers; potential value-action gap 

Older; green; open/global; social 
justice/fairness; rule-abiding; do the right 
thing and go the extra mile 

Stretched; pressured (time; money); middle 
aged; green; open/global; social justice/ 
fairness; conscientious

Quiet greens; practical; functional; actions 
not words; older; late majority adopters; 
caring; non-foodies; non-social status

Local not global; liveability (not environment); 
narrow horizons; older; C2DE; blue collar; don’t 
like big change; get on with it 

Indifferent; disengaged; living 
in their own bubble; mass 
market; consumption and 
fast fashion; buy-dispose-
repeat

Buy, buy, buy; hedonistic and 
social status; early adopters; 
segment 1’s cousins; urban; 
higher income; busy; 
environment important but 
someone else’s problem 

Rejectors; contrarians; mind made up; anti-environment; 
insular/inward focused; liveability and durability



Base: UK adults
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Helen White advises at WRAP on citizen behaviour change 

to reduce household food waste, and works with food 

retailers, manufacturers and brands. 

She is also WRAP’s media spokesperson on citizen food 

waste prevention.

Helen has played a key role in defining WRAP’s approach to 

citizen food waste prevention and the development of the 

Love Food Hate Waste campaign.
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